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In the retail payments space, whether it
is on the level of technology, standards,
competition or customer expectations,
it is clear that change is a given and
being able to adapt is a must. A wide
range of payment instruments is
currently available on the market and
for acquirers, it is vital to propose the
right solutions to their merchants and
have the highest levels of flexibility
when it comes to setting up those
solutions while at the same time
keeping compliance requirements
in mind.
Solution overview
SmartVista’s Merchant Management
helps merchants and retailers to manage
payment processing and acquirers
to more easily manage merchant
relationships. It offers an integrated
merchant management system that
streamlines onboarding, merchant and
terminal management, pricing and
settlement. From merchant onboarding
to merchant asset management,
SmartVista delivers acquirers a
comprehensive solution to manage every
aspect of the merchant relationship.
Merchant hierarchy to match real-life
business structure
SmartVista Merchant Management
enables banks, payment processors and
independent sales organizations (ISOs)

to manage and organize merchant relationships in almost any hierarchy - by
geography, merchant type, location, group, corporate structure or business type.
Acquirers can set up the system to exactly mirror their business structure and use
this to gather insights using the data at hand, for example to track the success
of incentive programs. SmartVista Merchant Management provides a range of
merchant and terminal setup parameters and has the necessary flexibility to
easily add additional, non-standard information. Thanks to this rich set of data
and merchant hierarchy, acquirers can easily reflect their real-life ecosystem
within their digital merchant management.

Tailor-made merchant pricing models
SmartVista Merchant Management supports fully flexible pricing, allowing
acquirers to service their merchants differently via individual, fit for purpose
schemas. The highly configurable fee management module is powered by a
variety of fee calculating algorithms, supporting periodic, event-, transaction- or
service-based fee types. Merchant Service Charges can easily be customized to
match the merchant’s context, supporting tiered, threshold or blended rates and
Interchange + and Interchange ++ as standard product features.

Supporting businesses to thrive
For merchants to successfully run their business,
they need to be able to rely the acquirer’s
support team. SmartVista grants operators access
to merchant and terminal information for a
comprehensive view of the entire terminal network
and the merchant hierarchies. Operators have access
to full merchant and terminal details and can assist
merchants remotely and block terminals, set up
restrictions, adjust acquiring limits or define the
type of terminal transactions to reflect contractual
obligations with each merchant.
Merchants in control
The Merchant Portal facilitates self-registration for merchants and users. It gives
the merchants control on their personal details and lets merchants submit and
manage request to apply any changes to the hierarchy, terminals and merchant
details. To allow merchants to gain more insight into their daily operations and
more efficiently run their business, the Merchant Portal provides a wide range
of reports containing settlement information, transaction monitoring data and
details on operations and turnover for a given period. At the same time, financial
institutions can administer the system, manage the merchant requests and issue
notifications to their merchants via an intuitive portal.
Banking on data
SmartVista’s multilevel data aggregation and reconciliation capability covers the
entire spectrum of data streams and unlocks the potential of building on the
insights gained by analyzing the merchant’s operations. With deep levels of data
differentiation supported by International Payment Schemes and matching rules
that can be configured with SQL, the reconciliation function provides merchants
and acquirers with the necessary insights to successfully run their operations.
Operators can easily detect any discrepancies in the various data streams and
stay on top of their settlement positions across the various payment systems.

Solution benefits why SmartVista?

Performance, Reliability, Availability
Merchants heavily rely on payments infrastructure both in
store but also online - via mobile and internet - and therefore
acquirers need to make sure they offer a reliable infrastructure
to their merchants. As a platform-independent solution,
SmartVista Merchant Management offers high availability, with
99.999% service uptime plus active-active and load-balancing
support. Real-time network monitoring with a continually
updated view of the merchant network empowers acquirers to
take immediate action in case of network events, ensuring the
rapid throughput that enables better customer service.
Any service, any transaction type, any delivery option
With SmartVista, acquirers have the ability to offer the complete
range of payment services, including pre-authorizations,
purchases, refunds and even display of balances or limits
on pre-paid cards. In addition, transaction types such as
instalments, P2P transfers, bill payments, 3D secure and
tokenization are standard product features that can be
used online or offline. SmartVista offers a comprehensive
merchant solution, where acquirers can manage every aspect
of the merchant relationship from a single application.
Simultaneously, SmartVista caters for a highly individual
approach where services can tailored to help individual
merchants to stay competitive.

Sophisticated Merchant Accounts
Management
As the context in which the merchant
operates becomes increasingly
complex, SmartVista supports
merchants to manage their finances
in a multi-currency environment
through a variety of account types such
as merchant accounts, settlement
accounts, MSC accounts or fee accounts.
Changing accounting business logic can
simply be done through a user interface
and does not require any coding. This
means the merchant has complete
visibility on information related to fees,
disputes or rolling reserves for each of
those accounts and can configure which
Merchant Account needs to be selected
for which purpose.
Customizable products and services
SmartVista allows creating customized
products and services to ensure the
solution can implement relevant
solutions for the acquirer and
merchants alike. Services are the

foundation of the solution and each
service includes a given functionality
on one hand and the service terms
and parameters on the other hand.
These services can then be bundled
into products, which represent the set
of services an acquirer provides to the
merchants. This layered approach
provides the acquirers with a flexible,
yet easy to maintain solution.
Natively built in dispute management
SmartVista Merchant Management
comes with a complete dispute
management function to create
outgoing dispute messages and
processing incoming dispute
managements. The Case Management
module supports both manual and
automated creation of cases and
attaching documents to cases created
in the system. SmartVista performs
adjustments, reversals and payments
to the Cardholder or Merchant account
based on the outcome of the dispute
resolution process.
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Intuitive merchant onboarding
Sophisticated merchant accounts management
Built in risk management
Configurable pricing and comprehensive fee management
Interchange Management
Rolling reserves management

•
•
•
•
•

Merchants reimbursements and statements
Self service through the Merchant Portal
Natively supports disputes management
Extensive merchant and acquirer reporting
Multi-institution support
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Want to find out more?
Request a free discovery workshop from BPC
Banking Technologies and one of our experts
will be in touch to book your 1-2-1 workshop.
bpcbt.com | info@bpcbt.com
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